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December 22, 1992

2CAN129204

U. S. Nucleir Regu?.-story commission
Document Contre? Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D. C. ^05S5-

SUBJECT: Arkanaas Nuclear one - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
Licerse "o. NPF-6
Licenseo Evcnt Report 50-360/92-010-00

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), unclosed is the Jubject
report concerning steam generator tuba surveillance.

Very truly yours,-

k s

! Jamen J. gJd$ carott
Dtrector, Licensing

JJF/RHS/Gjf
Enclosure
cca Regional Administrator

Region'.IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive,. Suite 100
Arlington, TX 76011-8064-

INPO Recorde Center
Suite 1500

I' 1100 circle, 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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On November 25, 1992, it was identifled that 2 of 8291 tebes in thn ANO-2'"B" staam
'generator had not bee.n inspected during ret'ucting outage 2R9, as required by the

plant's Technical Specifications (TS).

The 2 Lubes which wera not inspected wnre located under the remote fixture which was
used to collect inspection data and-could not bc inspected during the first-phase of

j the test program. An error was m<ide li. transposing *.co,t data which resulted in_ the
; failure of subsequunt onsite manual and computer reviews to identify that the tubes

had not been inspected. The apparent root cause of this event is considernd to bc,

| - human error with a contributing factor being a program deficiency in the vendor's-
data management system which failed to identify the discropancy.

L

i A Temporary Walver of Compliance was granted Icy the NhC.to a1 low-time-for
preparation and approval of a TS amendment regarding " temporary relief" from the
associated TS surveillance requirement, The 2 missed tubes will be ins p cted during

,

| an out age scheduled to. begin In April, 1393. The vendar will upgrede their
.

[ Inspection program before.the April, 1993 oatage.
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A. Plant Status

At the time this condition was discovered, Arkansas Nnclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2)
was operating at approximately 100 percent of rated power with Reactor Coolant ~
System (RCS){AB] temperature at 570 degrees and pressure at 2200 pala.

B. Event Descriptlon

On November 25, IS92, it was identified that 100 percent of the tubes in the
ANO-2 "D" steam generator (SG) had not been inspected as required by the plant's-
Technical Specifications (T3) during refueling outoge 2R9 which was completed on
October 20, 1992.

ANO-2 Technical Specification (TS) 4.4.5.2 requires that thn first sample
inspection of a survelliance be categorized in accordance with the number of
defective or degraded SG tubes. In 2R9, a 100 percent inspection _of SG. tubes
was planned. The "B" SG had 132 defective tubes out of 8291, or 1.6% defective.
This placed the "B" SG in Category C-3 requiring an inspection of 100% of .the
tubes in "B" SG and an additional 6% in the "A" SG. Since the "A" SG was
undergoing a 100% inspection, no further testing was required in that SG. In
the "B" SG, 8289 of 8291 tubes were inspected with a bobbin coil. Additionally,-
100% of the tubes of both SGs were inspected at the-hot leg expansion transition
region with a Roteting Pancake Coll (RPC) for detection of. circumferential
cracking. ABB-CE reviewed the inspection data-during the outage and -incorrectly
determined that 100% of the tubs were inspected with the bobbin coll. Iloweve r ,
during an of fsite review of tSa SG eddy current data prior to submittal of the
final report, ABS-Cowbustion Engineering (ABB-CF.) discovered t. hat two of othe "D"
SG tubes had not been inspected with the bobbin coil probe.

At 1330 on November 25, upon being notifiod by.ABB-CE that the CG surveillance.
requirements had not been satisfied, ANO-2 entered TS 4.0.3. This specificatinn
allows 24 hours for complet. ion of the missed surveillance bnfore the actions--of -

.

the applicable LCO must be taken. A conference call was conducted between ANO-
and NRC Region and lleadquartern personnel in which the technical-justlfication
for cons 1dering the "B" SG to be operable was discussed. - AL 1705 on November
25, the NRC verbally granted a 24 hour extension to the time limitation of TS

-

-4.0.3 to allow sufficient time to prepare and submit a request for a Temporary-
Walver of Compliance from the requirements of TS 14.4.5.2. On November 27, 1992,
the NRC granted a Temporary Waiver of Compliance from the requirements of TS
'4.4.5.2, Table 4.4-2 to allow continued operation of ANO-2 (not to exceed 90;
days) until a TS amendment can be submitted and processed _ t.o provide for a "one
time waiver" from the surveillance requiroments missed during 2R9.
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C. Root Cause

The two SG tubes which were not inspected during 2R9 were located under the
baseplate of the remote fixture which ivas used to collect tube inspection data.
and, therefore, could not be inspected durfng the first phase of the test
program. The fact that these tubes were not initially tested was properly
recorded on the examination sheet, llowever, the data was' improperly entered on
the primary analyst's data sheet. . Consequently, subsequent onsita manual and
computer reviews of the data failed to identify that the tubes' had. not been
inspected.

The apparent root cause of _ this event is considered to be human error with a
contributing factor being a program deficiency in the vendor's data management ;
system which failed to identify the discrepancy.

D. Corrective Actions

A Technical Specificat.lon ame.ndment will be submitted to thn NRC by December 28,
1992 to provide for a one time waiver from the surveillance requirements of TS
4.4.5., Table 4.4-2 regarding the 2R9 SG inspection.

.

A bobbin coil inspection of the SG tubes which were not inspected during 2R9
will be conducted during the ANO-2 outage which is scheduled to begin on April
30,-1993.

ABB-CE will prepare and present a report to ANO management regarding this event
which will include a root cause evaluation-and recommended corrective' actions to
prevent recurrence. This action is expected to be completed by February 15,
1993.

ANO will evaluate ABB-CE's recommended corrective actions and issue actions-to
implement any additional corrective actions that. are deemed appropriate prior to-
the April 30 outage.

Additionally, ANO Quality Assurcnce will perform a surveillance of. ABB-CE's eddy
current data management system during the outage. This surveillance.will verify
the vendor's adherence to the program guidance and controls. -

E. Safety-Significance

A review of the inspection history of the two tubes has been performed. Both -

tubes were inspected during 2RS (March 1991) :The eddy current testing revealed
no . ir.Mcation on either tube, i.e. , no detectable degrada tion. Additionally,
the 2R8 data for'these two tubes.was reanalyzed using the 2R9 analysis
guidelines and no indications were discovered. Also, the 2R9 eddy current data

,
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for 28 tubos surrounding the two missed tobos (two rows of tubes around each of

the two missed tubes) was reviewed. This review revealed only one Indication in-
one of those 28 tubes (a 28'. throughwall indication).- This particular 4

Indication is most likely the result of wear due to crossflow nteam velocities
on the horizontal portion of the tubes. One other tube of the 28 had previoud'v
been plugged.

In assessing the safety significance of this issue, the inspection data from 2R8
and 2R9 for the "B" steam gonorator was ovaluated. The averago percent
throughwall of.oggcrate support pintes was 41 and 34 for 2R8 and 2R9,
respectively, indicating little to no growth. These two large inspections
indicated that nonn of the flaws are significant enough to challengo the draft
Reg. Guide 1.121 " Basis for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam Generator Tubes." This

_

is based on oddy curront testing (ECT) data and successful burst testing of
flaws in two tubon removed from ANP-2 in the spring of 1992. The two tubes
burst at 8123 and 9810 psi for flaws of 41 and 36 porcent throughwall
respectively, as comp , red to a Regulatory Guido limit of 4050 psi. Sinco the 40
porcent throughwall plugging limit includer allowances for flaw growth and NDE
vncertainty, and the average growth from 2R8 and 2R9 was negligible, the
additional operating timo for these two tubes will result ju a very low
probability of initiation and propagation of a significant f'aw.- The results of
the metallurgical examination also revealed excellent corrolation between ECT
and actual flaw depth. This data is in agreement with industry database
supporting an alternato repair critoria which defines the sa roty utgnJ ficance of
axial cracks at tube support plates, as related to the signal response amplitudo
from the bobbin coll.

The 2R8 and 2R9 data bases woro also reviewed to determine the maximum growth
for both eggerate and batwing supports. -Based on the 2R8 exam of theru two
tubes showing no detectable degradation and applying maximum growth rates,
development of a flaw in olther of these tubes that would challengo Reg. Guido.
1.121 limits is not expected to occur hafore the next SG inspection.

Additionally, no concerns nxist for circumferential cracking at the top of the-
tubesheet region of those tubes, since those tubos were examined with tho.RPG-
probe during 2R9. A conservative analysis philosophy was util.laed for the'2R9

~

inspections. No threshold values were utilized during the data analysis
process. Therefore, this condition is not considered-safety significant.
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F. Basis for Reportability

Sinco the "B" SG tubo survolllance was not completed as regatred by Technical
Specification 4.4.5.2, this condition is reportable pursuant'to
10CFR$T.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as operation prohibited by the plant's Technical
Specifications. This condition is also reportable under the stated criteria i

becauan entry into an operational modo requiring the SGs to be operablo was modo-
without the surveillance requirements of the associated 1,C0 having been
completod, contrary to the requirements of TS 4.0.4.

O, Additional Informat lon

Thoro have been no previous similar events reported as LERs et ANO.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codna are ident.ified in the text as-
[XX]. j
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